Abercrombie & Fitch
Fierce

This casual men's cologne has a tangy vibe and fresh
scent. Top: Green, Lemon Bergamot, Apple. Middle:
Geranium Leaf, Lavender, Lily of the Valley, Ozonic.
Bottom: Tonka, Blond Woods, White Moss, Musky.

5

Yes

200

Abercrombie & Fitch Men
Type

A Masculine medley of Italian bergamot, French
Lavender, fresh jasmine and crisp leafy green with a
soothing dry down of sandalwood, patchouli and
oakmoss.

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

160

5

Yes

>200

Apple Banana Cranberry

Sweetness of the Banana with the
sweet tartness of the Apple mixed with the tart
Cranberry.

5

Yes

120

Apples & Berries

A true blend of apples with notes of berries.
Never go wrong with this scent

5

Yes

200

V.S. Type Top Notes Orange, Berry, Green,
Amber Romance V.S. Type Middle Notes Floral, Rosewood, Jasmine, Violet, Bottom
Vanilla, Tonka Beans, Sandalwood, Creamy Musk

Amaretto

Amish Quilt

This fragrance begins with a strong amaretto
character which is supported by an anise note. The amaretto
accord continues as the main theme and it is combined with a
sweet coconut character . The fragrance dries down to a vanilla
and Tonka bean base note
A warm spicy fragrance with sweet vanilla hay notes and a
baking peach pie character.
Top Note: Butter, Nutmeg, Cream
Mid Note: Cinnamon, Clove, Peach, Ginger
Base Note: Vanilla, Tonka Bean, Sugar

Apple Butter Caramel

Apple Crumb

Apple Jack Peel
Apple Pie
(Southern Apple Pie)
Apricot

Autumn Leaves

Macintosh Apple, Steam Milk, Pure Sugar, Caramel
Candy, Toffee Pudding, Apple Butter, Fresh Nutmeg,
Vanilla Bean, Soft Musk
A perfectly baked graham cracker crust is filled with warm,
juicy tart Granny Smith apples and sprinkled with fresh
ground cinnamon sticks, nutmeg and clove. A smooth
undertone of creamy coconut and sweet vanilla extract
enhances this fragrance
A mix of juicy oranges and ripe apples
sprinkled with cinnamon and cloves
A fresh from the oven, sliced apple pie mmm good.
Always on our top seller list!
This fragrance begins with an apricot accord which is accented
by a green banana note. The apricot accord is supported by a
jasmine character and has a musk base note.
A fir pine needle forest fragrance with woody undertones and a
sweet autumn leaves feeling. The woody accord is composed of
cedarwood, patchouli and sandalwood. The fragrance has a
sweet sugary dry down. This gives the impression of the coming
of winter.
Top Note: Fir Needle, Lemon, Aldehydes

5

Yes

172

5

No

200

5

No

145

5

Yes

190

5

Yes

158

5

Yes

200

Mid Note: Cedarwood, Patchouli, Sandalwood
Base Note: Sugar, Raspberry

Avo Bath Type

Lemongrass and clove are surrounded by fresh citrus tones and
soothing lavender in this botanically inspired scent. Sheer woods
give way to the base of sugared musk for a trace of sweetness.

5

Yes

186

Baby Powder

A soft blend of florals, vanilla and wood notes

5

Yes

200

A rich fruity mix of ripe banana, tangy lemon and
Banana Kiwi
topical kiwi blended with soft rose, lily of the valley and
a base of vanilla and musk.
Wow what a perfect scent, it smells like moms
Banana Nut Bread
baking again. Always a top seller!
Bayberry
y true scent very strong.
Top: Orange Peel, pink pepper, strawberry. Mid: Rose crystals, calone, cashmere.
Fresh Fruit water accents this shimmering blend
Beautiful Day
of white blossoms and sheer green tones.
BBW Type
A sensual undertone of creamed musk, amber and wood
adds lingering softness to the bouquet
Italian Bergamot, Clove, orange Peel,
Bergamot & Myrrh
Smoked Myrrh, Frankincense, Cinnamon Leaf, Tobacco,
Cedarwood and White Sandalwood

5

Yes

115

5

Yes

155

5Dry: Oakmoss,Yes
140 cedar leaf.
vetiver grass,
5

Yes

180

5

No

180

5

Yes

212

5

No

130

5

Yes

200

Blackberry Scones

Hints of sweet orange blend with fruity tones to add pop
to this luscious bakery delight. Ripe berry is warmed
with spice and balanced with butter cream and cake
batter for the fragrance signature. Sweet vanilla
completes the gourmand sensation.
Top – orange, fruity
Middle – berry, spice, butter cream, cake batter
Bottom – vanilla

5

Yes

194

Blackberry Amber
BBW Type

Blackberries with sensual amber notes

5

Yes 6.2%

200

Black By Kenneth Cole
Type
Black Cherry
Black Raspberry Vanilla
BBW Type

Ginger, Mandarin Orange, Basil, Water Mint,
Incense, Lotus Flower, Cedar Amber, Musk Violet Leaf.
Deeper Verison of our Cherry, Dark and dangerously
strong!
BBW *Type Blackberry mixed with sensual
Amber, it is a great seller!

Blueberry

A true sweet blueberry scent. This one will kick your
socks off! Awesome scent throw. If your not a
blueberry fan you will be after this one.

5

Yes

165

Blueberry Cheesecake

This Fragrance begins with a blueberry accord that
contains a raspberry note. This fruity character is
supported by a creamy vanilla complex with a caramel
character

3

Yes

180

Bubble Gum

This fun fragrance creates childhood memories with its
blend of Spiced Fruit and Mint, Cherry, Banana, Peach
and Berry are perfectly balance with a spice note.

5

Yes

143

Burberry Men Type

An enticing mix of soft sandalwood and tangy
lemon zests with fresh floral and soft musk.

5

Yes

168

Burberry Women Type

A warm and sensual medley of jasmine blossoms,
lily of the valley and soft rose fused with tangy lemon,
French Vanilla, Egyptian musk and white amber.

5

Yes

200

Butterscotch Brulee

Caramel, Brown Sugar, Butter. Butterscotch Toffee,
Rum, French Vanilla, Caramelized Sugar, Baked Crème
Brulee

5

Yes

174

Buttercream

Every time I burn this one everyone thinks I have a cake
baking in the oven. Too funny! It’s yummy!

5

Yes

195

Butter Rum

This is just like the Life Savers Butter Rum., if you’re a
fan you will absolutely love this one! A buttery bouquet
with rich rum notes, sweet vanilla and warm musk.

5

Yes

135

Butter Fly Meadows

Summer Dandelion, Refreshing Verbena,
Soft Heliotrope, Spring Meadows, Lily of the Valley,
Weeping Willow, Sweet Pea Blossoms, Kentucky Blue
Grass.

5

Yes

199

Buttery Pumpkin Pie

Butter combined with a traditional pumpkin pie aroma.

5

Yes

200

Butt Naked

A fresh sweet-green pear fragrance with hints of riperaspberry, cranberries, and a touch of pineapple for
tartness, with a floral pear blossom middle-notes and a
soft white musk and woody-twig base-note.

5

Yes

160

Candied Apple

The fragrance opens with a red apple accord which
merges with a sweet sugary caramel character. This
caramel accord last into the dry down and is enhanced
by a vanilla musk base note.

4

Yes

200

Caramel Nut

Creamy Carmel blends with luscious nuts,
A hint of raspberry, and milk notes to create this
delicious blend.

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

212

5

Yes

166

5

Yes

190

5

Yes

180

Caramel Popcorn

Cardamon Rum

Caribbean Escape
BBW Type

Carrot Cake

Top Notes: Sweet Buttery Notes Sea Salt.
Middle: Creamy Caramel, Coconut, Candied Pecan.
Bottom: Vanilla, Maple, Toasted Tonka, Condensed Milk.
Orange Peel, Cardamom, White Raisin Clove,
Cinnamon Sticks, Bay Rum Vanilla Extract,
Cookie Crumble, Tonka

Ozonic Fresh, Sparkling Citrus, Sweet Orange, Tart
lemon, citrus zest, grapefurit strawberry, crisp apple
melon, creamy coconut peach nectar, pineapple, banana,
Jasmine, Roase, Green Leaves, Vanilla Sugarcane,
Caramel, Sheer musks
Fuzzy Peach, Shaved Coconut, Golden Butter Raw
Sugar Cane, Fresh Carrot, Cinnamon, Tonka Bean,
Vanilla, White Chocolate.

Chardonnay

Fruity tones of juiced grape are blended with dried
woods and hints of green tobacco leaf in this gourmand
beverage fragrance. The base of musk adds a sweet
sensation that supports the fruity blend.

5

Yes

176

Cherry

Sweet Tart Cherry fragrance has strong scent throw this
Cherry is one of our top sellers included in Many
Michigan Cherry Candle recipes

5

Yes

140

5

Yes

199

5

Yes

145

5

Yes

165

5

Yes

200

5

No

160

5

No

145

Cherry Blossom
BBW Type

Cherry Lemonade

A sweet floral cherry blossom fragrance with a
woody amber background which is enhanced by a white musk
base
Tangy, sparkling lemon and juicy fresh lime are blended with
bright fruity tones to create the beverage signature of this
summer sensation. A cherry accord gets hints of cinnamon and
crisp green
accents as it balances with the lemonade character. Finishing
touches of vanilla sweeten the beverage scent. Over all one of
our top selling fragrances!

Chocolate Covered
Make your mouth water just like opening
a box at Christmas
Cherries
Christmas Cheer Good
A Spicy clove & mulled pear, with a green apple fruity
rename
orange top note fir balsam and clovey cinnamon middle
for using year long : Country note and a sweet balsam vanilla and musky/pine base
note
Cheer
Christmas Past also
rename as Michigan Forest A holiday blend of pine needles, cinnamon sticks, clove
or
buds and sweet raspberries
Summer Lodge
Christmas Splendor
Rename: Summer Splendor

A fruity, spicy blend with cinnamon,
clove, nutmeg and juniper

Cinnamon
aka Red Hot Cinnamon

One of our top sellers! Sells all year long. Red Hot! Top: Sweet Cinnamon. Middle: Clove Buds. Bottom: Sweet
5 Sugar, WarmNo
Vanilla.

200

Cinnamon leaf, Jasmine, Agave Nectar, Mediterranean Fig,
Neroli, French Lavender, Cypress, Cassia Root and Golden
Sandalwood

Cinnamon Bark

Cinnamon Hollyberry

Cinnamon Snaps

Citron Cedarwood

Citronella
Cleopatra

Recall the comforting aromas of being back home for the
holidays, with this holly berry blend featuring fresh pine
needles, a rich cinnamon-clove accord, fresh-ground nutmeg,
and refreshing wintermint
Luscious buttery cookie dough is sprinkled with cinnamon to
create this gourmet treat.
The base of sweet vanilla sugar surrounds the cookie accord
while hints of grated almond add pop. Top: Buttery, grated
almond, Middle: Cookie dough, cinnamon, Bottom: Sugared
vanilla
Sparkling fruity accents elevate the fresh tones of
Mediterranean bergamot that surround this woody blend. A
warm fragrance signature of Virginia cedar wood is balanced
with lily for softness and underscored with layers of musk and
sweet amber which create a sensual finish.
Top – fruity
Middle – bergamot, cedar wood, lily
Bottom – musk, amber
A blend of citrus, citronella, and camphor Many people
use to keep Mosquitos abay
A Fruity blend of raspberry, orange and lemon
on a dry down of musk and vanilla. Also excellent in Bath and
Body Products (a must try)

5

No

200

5

No

166

5

No

200

5

Yes

200

5

No

160

3

No

175

Coconut

A milky coconut fragrance with an orange citrus top note and a
sweet creamy vanilla base with a tonka bean undertone.

5

Yes

190

Coconut Cream Pie

A rich blend of coconut and various vanilla derivatives

5

Yes

210

Coconut Lime Verbena
BBW Type
Code Georgio Armani Type

Coffee Break

fruity mix of coconuts limes with floral on a base of
sandalwood and musk. BBW dupe
Fresh Lemon and bergamot blend together to create this
seductive masculine fragrance, hints of orange tree blossom
soften the core while soothing guaiac wood and tonka bean to
create a warm finish
A coffee fragrance that is a combination of baking cinnamon,
nutmeg & clove. It has a sweet baked character and is
intermingled with a coffee base.

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

>200

Coffee Espresso

This fragrance has a black coffee top note and main theme. The
black coffee character is modified using a sweet cream base.
The fragrance dries down to a vanilla musk base.

5

Yes

>200

Cookie Dough

What a great scent and scent throw heavy
cookie dough scent, one of the best! Notes of coconut,
melted butter, cookie dough, pie crust, ground
cinnamon, vanilla, sugar, musk.

5

Yes

200

Cool Water Type

Cool Water Mens Type is just like the real thing.
Big seller all year. Notes of fresh air accord, marine, lime,
plumeria, cyclamen, lemon leaves, white musk, amber, orris.

5

Yes

200

Country Clothesline

A Fresh, clean accord with base
notes of powder and musk. Beth’s Favorite Clean Scent!

5

Yes

200

Country Vanilla

A Classic French Vanilla with an undertone of coconut.
Also See French Vanilla more like cooking vanilla and top seller!

5

Yes

200

Cozy Cabin

Fresh Alehydic, Pine Clove Cinnamon. Base notes:Woody, Vanilla

4

Yes 6%

200

Cranberry Orange
Peel

Creamy Caramel
Apple
Crème Brulee
Cucumber Melon
Dragon's Blood

An Orange peel accord defines the top note of this fragrance
along with a fruity cranberry accord. This cranberry character is
supported with spicy notes of cinnamon and clove. The
fragrance dries down to a sweet vanilla and tonka bean accord
with a white musk base.

5

Yes

160

Rich caramel aroma blended with fresh, tart apple note.

4

Yes

200

Sweet & Gooey Carmel Butterscotch and Nutty notes
Fusion of sweet honeydew melon and fresh cucumber

5
5

Yes
Yes

125
190

5

Yes

200

This unique fragrance is a rich blend of earthy patchouli, sweet
tonka bean, and vanilla extract combined with juicy top notes of
tangerine zest and a heart white rose

5
Yes
180
Drakkar
Type Notes of Lemon verbena, bergamot, lavender, coriander, juniper, jasmine, rosemary,
Drakkar Type Carries
very well.
sandalwood,
patchouli,
vetiver.

Dream Angel Forever V.S. Type

Luminous and Sensual, glows in luxurious warmth.
White Musk, sandlewood, vanilla and white peony.

5

Yes

200

Easter Chicks

Nostalgic appeal is created with this blend of fluffy
marshmallow and sweet vanilla. Crystalized sugary
tones complete the confection. Top – sugary Middle –
marshmallow Bottom – vanilla

3

Yes

200

Elderberry

Fresh Fruit Blends with citrus to brighten this berry scent. Warm
tones of spice and shimmering green accents create texture for
the heart of ripe elderberry as clear woods lead to the base of
sugared musk and honeyed amber.

5

yes

160

Energy Spa

Refreshing, stimulating lemon type with top notes
of grapefruit, orange, mandarin and lemon, middle notes of
lavender and spearmint, and a cedar wood base note

5

Yes

160

Eucalyptus

A Rich and clean eucalyptus redolent
of deep forest and floral notes

5

Yes

130

Fall Harvest

Farm House

Field of Tulips

Fifty Shades

Clove dominants this Fall fragrance along with Cinnamon and
citrus peel
Ginger Root, Sparkling Citron, Tangelo Goji Berry, Strawberry
Seeds, Apple Cider
Raspberry leaves, Pomegranate Juice, Cassia Root.
A spring fresh burst of fresh tulip blossoms
with a green rosy top-note a cyclamen - heliotrope body and a
white jasmine, geranium base note
A seductive marriage of tainted rose and wild geranium with
addictive, "can't live without it" notes of bergamot and gold
amber.

5

Yes

155

5

Yes

186

5

Yes

200

4

Yes

200

Fiori Di Sicilia
Rename Orange Cicle

An aldehydic esteryn citrus bouquet with
orange and lemon notes on a sweet vanilla background

5

Yes

150

Fireside

Blend of Birch, cedar and sandalwood,
sparked with vetiver and amber

5

Yes

200

Frankincense & Myrrh

A Spicy, woody oriental type, having a sparkling citrus-like topnote, middle-notes of sage leaf, clove and jasmine, and finishing
with an earthy, patchouli, pine, cedar and vanilla base-note.

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

150

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

200

3

No

135

French Vanilla

Fresh Coffee
Fresh Cut Grass
Fresh Fruit Slices

This is like the Cooking Vanilla, it is on our top seller list!
Sells all year! Top: Italian orange, spun sugar. Mid:
French vanilla, apricot, tonka. Dry: Raw vanilla,
sandalwood, crystalized musk.
An Espresso coffee fragrance with
a sweet vanilla musk.
Green leafy top, light floral middle on a mossy base,
this fragrance smells incredibly like freshly cut grass.
Sparkling citrus, bergamot, red berries, passionfruit, violet
petals, rose buds,
cyclamen, coconut, papaya, mango.

Fresh Linen

Fresh Waterfall Mist

Frosted Flurries

Spring time fresh linen duplicated at its best very
good scent throw. Notes of lemon, bergamot, orange, rose,
cyclamen, carnation, fresh accord, tonka, musk.
Take in the Clean fresh breeze coming from this
tropical waterfall mist. A lush spring-time fresh, green-ozone
type with top notes of water cress, green lily and fresh cut grass
with a background of green melon and grapefruit and a woody
floral base-note.
Iced Lemon Zest, Frozen Air Accord, Menthol.
Woodland Moss, Spearmint Leaves, Winter Anise.
Ozonic Accord, Frosted Woods, Wet Snow.

5

No

200

4

No

190

5

Yes

180

Juicy tropical fruit and sweet orange lead to the fresh melon
accord at the heart of this fragrance. Green tones add a vibrant
sensation that fades to reveal the base of sweet berries and
clear musk.
Fruit Cooler
Top – juicy, tropical fruit, orange
Middle – melon, green
Bottom – berry, musk
Smells just like Hawaiian Punch.
5
Yes
186
Fruit Punch
Raspberry, sparking lemon, red berries, clove leaf, Siberian fir,
Fruity Christmas
pine needles, Douglas fir, cedar leaf, sugared spruce, vanilla,
5
No
150
Wreath
white musk.
Smells just like
the real
baking in the oven. Notes of fresh brownie accord, dar, chocolate, crushed walnuts, rich5 butter, vanilla, No
sugar crystals.
175
Fudge
Nutthing
Brownie
Fresh citrus leads to a bouquet of lavender, rose,
lilac and geranium in this classis scent. Warm tones of wood
5
Yes
200
Gain Type
and patchouli enrich the floral tones as they lead to the base of
orange blossoms and musk.

Gardenia

One of our best seller’s in the floral line.
This one has the strong floral scent to smell up the home
with Spring time!

5

No

188

Gingerbread

A warm baked spice blend of cinnamon, clove, vanilla, ginger
and nutmeg.

3

No

200

Gingerbread House

Good Air Dupe/Type
Grandmas Kitchen
Grandmas Pumpkin
Log
Grandmas Zucchini
Bread
Grapefruit
Grape Soda
Grape Vineyard
Gucci Guilty Men
Type
Harvest
Hazelnut
Cappuccino
Head Shop

Hints of orange perfect the yummy sweetness
of this spicy gingerbread fragrance Nostalgia is created
with the spicy heart of cinnamon, ginger and clove as
luscious bakery tones fade to the base of sugared vanilla
bean. Nice Sweet Gingerbread. Beth’s Favorite!

4

No

200

5

No

200

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

164

5

Yes

194

5

Yes

200

3

Yes

200

5

No

Best of Coffee Blend, Sweet Hazelnut,
Freshly brewed coffee & light milk notes

5

Yes

200

A wild Strawberries, vanilla and musk combination

5

Yes

200

A popular dupe! This one will be your "New Clean"
scent!
This rich spicy blend has festive appeal.
A fruity accord of orange and cherry adds lift to the
heart of classic
A sweet butter rum - nutmeg note, a
spicy clove/cinnamon middle note and a sweet vanilla
tincture dry out
A piping hot quick bread bursting with notes
of freshly grated zucchini and warm spices
A fresh tart grapefruit fragrance, with an orange musk
background
Rich grape and raspberry blended with sparkling club soda and
sweetened with a hint of sugar.

A blend of sweet grape and berry
(smells like a vineyard to me)
Lavender and lemon, appealing scents of
orange blossom. Warm woody accords of cedar and
patchouli. The fragrance
dries down to a musk base.
Clove & Cinnamon

Hibiscus Guava Fresca

Holiday Pear
Holiday Scentsations
(A Southern Scentsations
Signature Scent)
Honey Dew Melon
HoneySuckle
Hot Cocoa
Hot Toddy

Hyacinth

Iris Berry

A splash of orange water is blended with grapefruit to
create a shimmering sensation for this tropical floral
blend. Pink hibiscus layers with sugared berries and
fades to reveal the warm sensual undertones of
sandalwood, musk
and amber that finish the exotic sensation.
Fresh picked pears with rich vanilla
and spice notes.
The Essence of natural Bayberries.
With a base of rich evergreen and warm woods, mid
notes of bay and top notes of sweet berries, this
fragrance is certain to delight
Fresh strong honeydew melon fragrance
Floral, Rose Demai, Freesia, Lilly of the valley,
Sweet Orange flower and Jasmine notes.
Hot Cocoa, Rich and Creamy just like when you
were a kid, great strong throw whew
Fiji Apple, Bergamot, Lemon Wedge,
Cinnamon Stick, Granulated Sugar , Zesty Clove, Hot
Apple Cider, Nutmeg, Vanilla Bean
A fresh floral fragrance combining the green floral
character of Hyacinth and the floralcy of Cyclamen &
Lily. This leads to a spicy carnation base and a warm
tuberose background.
This fragrance opens with a mélange of berry notes
including raspberry, huckleberry and blue berry. The
main theme is an iris accord which is blended with
tuberose and Tahitian gardenia. The fragrance dries
down to a sandalwood accord with a sweet musk base.
Top Note: Raspberry, Huckleberry, Blueberry
Mid Note: Iris, Tuberose, Gardenia
Base Note: Sandalwood, Musk

5

Yes

5

Yes

140

5

Yes

200

4

No

145

4

Yes

200

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

198

5

Yes

192

5

Yes

200

Issey Miyake Men
Type

Fresh bouquet of citrus integrated with clove
& ginger superseded by a bed of water lilies and dried
down with exotic woods, amber & musk.

5

Yes

200

Jasmine

Sweet floral scent, a blend of jasmine flowers

5

Yes

200

Jolly Rancher Apple

This one is a real keeper will run you out
of the house what a kick

5

Yes

154

Key West

Orange and fruity apple top note. The main theme
combines a marine accord with a floral accord that
replicates the odor of suntan lotion using jasmine and
ylang. The fragrance dries down to a vanilla musk
character with tonka bean and cedarwood notes

5

Yes

200

4

Yes

190

5

Yes

180

5

No

200

Kiwi Strawberry
Lavender

Leather

Fresh Strawberry Kiwi very good scent
throw for candles only
Floral. Herbaceous Lavender, with a hint of
rose and eucalyptus oils
Hints of spice, aged woods and fresh pine blend with
smoky balsamic notes to accent this rustic leather
fragrance. Musky undertones and a touch of vanilla
sugar complete the sensory appeal.

Leaves BBW Type

Top Note: Red Apple, Mandarin, Eucalyptus, Mid notes:
Cinnamon, Clove, Base Note: Vanilla, Tonka, Musk

5

Yes

192

Lemon Anise Biscotti

Argentina Lemon, Bergamot, Lime Peel
Bay Leaf, Star Anise, Italian Biscotti
Crushed Basil, Vanilla Bourbon, Red Nutmeg

5

Yes

147

Lemongrass

Pure Thai Lemongrass, green and dewy grassy notes
mixed with brisk fresh Lemon citrus. Aromatic
enhancement is derived from a touch of Bergamot and
Mandarin from Italy which balances freshness with
warmth and longevity. Skin safe

5

Yes

180

Lemon Pound Cake

A warm lemon pound cake with a hint of ginger
topped with zesty lemon icing.

5

Yes

155

Lemon Soufle
aka Fruit Loops

A traditional souffle livened up with just a hint
of rip, juicy lemon notes, Light, golden, buttery, and

5

Yes

200

Lilac

A floral bouquet of lilac, rose, jasmine, and musk. One of
our top sellers. This one sells all year long!

5

Yes

200

Lily Of The Valley

The familiar smell of Spring breaks through this
bouquet of florals, be sure to include this one in your
Spring line!

5

Yes

200

Love Spell

VS Dupe of Love Spell. This is a soft powdery floral
fragrance that opens with a citrus bergamot mandarin
accord with a touch of lavender. These notes are
softened using a rosewood accord. The fragrance
develops further with an opple martini note along with a
floral orchid and white daffodil character with patchouli
undertones. The base unites white amber, cedar,
sandalwood and a long lasting soft musk.

5

Yes

155

Macintosh Apple

Sparkling Greens and juicy fruit tones accent this
fresh picked apple fragrance. Hints of pineapple
balance with fruit esters to create the luscious juicy tone
that highlights the apple signature of this scent. With a
base of clean musk.

5

Yes

193

Malibu Heat

Juicy pineapple, California oranges, bergamot,
creamy coconut, violet petals, blond woods, exotic musk.

5

Yes

188

Mango Papaya

A delectable tropical blend of ripe, sweet mango
and papaya slices

5

Yes

165

Margarita

Mary Jane

Vanilla, Patchouli, Juniper, and Cedarwood blend with
Spicy Cinnamon and Clove, with top notes of Lime,
lemon, and Bergamot
This fragrance begins with a marijuana accord with a
bergamot inflection. The main theme continues the
marijuana accord with woody notes of cedar, patchouli
and sandalwood. The base notes continue with this
woody aspect with a musk character.
Top Note: Bergamot, Marijuana

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

200

Mid Note: Marijuana, Cedarwood
Base Note: Sandalwood, Patchouli, Musk
Merlot

Sweet orange leads to the aromatic hear of rich
merlot in this beverage inspired scent. Hints of grape
add texture to the blend.

5

Yes

167

Michigan Maple

Creamy-caramel and maple blend with slight fruity
nuance, leading to a heavy middle note of maple syrup
and milky caramel, and finishing with hints of cinnamon
and nutmeg.

5

Yes

184

5

Yes

200

5

Yes 12%

200

Marshmallow

Midnight Pomegranate
BBW Type

Dark Cocoa, thick marshmallow cream, warm chocolate,
caramelized sugar, rich vanilla.
Pomegranate, Sparkling Citrus, Dewberry, Anise,
Cinnamon, Nutmeg
Cassis, Blackberry, Iris, Jasmine, Raspberry
Musk, Sandalwood, Vanilla, Tobacco, Patchouli

TOP NOTES
Juicy Lime, Wild Mango,Bergamot

Mojito

HEART NOTES
Fresh Mint Leaves, Star Jasmine,Geranium

5

Yes

165

5

Yes

200

5

Yes

130

4

Yes

120

5

Yes

155

5

Yes 1%

160

BASE NOTES
Caster Sugar
Moonlight Path
VS Type
Monkey Farts
Mulberry
Mulled Cider

Mulled Spices

Top Notes Crisp, Citrus, Ozone.Middle Floral,
Ylang-Ylang, Jasmine, Spice.Bottom Sweet, Vanilla Bean,
Tabac, Sandalwood, Oakmoss
Pineapple, fresh grapefruit, banana, green apple,
coconut cream, kiwi, strawberry and vanilla.
You will love our Mulberry scent make it has a
strong scent throw and I change the name and sell it
year round.
A sweet and spicy blend of MacIntosh apples and
orange slices
Citrus peel blends with fresh apple slices to create a
bright top note for this warm spice blend. Sugared
cinnamon leads to the base of vanilla as clear musk
perfects the classic blend

Muscadine

Fresh sweet red grape type having a tangy top
note and a warm berry base note. If your looking for a
grape fragrance this one may very well suit your needs!

5

Yes
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My Baby

Smells just like Johnson & Johnson Baby Lotion.

5

Yes

190

Nag Champa

Nefertiti
Oatmeal Milk &
Honey

Ocean

Odor Eliminator
Olde Time Christmas

Orange Chutney

Patchouli
Peach Schnapps

Pearberry

Fruity top notes accent this rich blend of woody tones as
warm spice adds depth to the scent. Patchouli and rosewood
lead to the layers of musk and resin at the base of the fragrance.
Sweet orange blossoms texturizes the woody accord. Top –
fruity Middle – spiced woods, rosewood, patchouli Bottom –
musk complex, resin, orange blossom, vanilla

A floral bouquet with hints of fruits and woods.
Sweet milk and honey blended with oatmeal,
almond, vanilla and anise.
A fresh brisk ozone-marine type with a citrusy bergamot
and lemon top note,
a green-marine bouquet middle note and a musky, sea
moss base note
A white flower blend with a smooth jasmine
background. (Works great)
Fresh cut Christmas Tree with warm woodsy base
This is an orange fragrance with Indian chutney accord
consisting of oriental spices of cinnamon, cilantro, clove and
nutmeg. The fragrance combines these notes with fruity notes
of apple, raspberry and peach. The fragrance dries down to a
musk base with notes of tonka bean
A rich, woody aromatic patchouli type with a slight ethereal
floral top-note a spicy woody
middle note and a sweet, dry balsamic base note.
A Tropical blend of peach, pineapple, coconut, orange
and apple
Unique blend will surround any room with sweet
pear scent. Notes of anjou pear, wild berries, apple blossom,
rose petals, lily/muguet, golden freesia, blonde woods, white
musk.
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Peppermint

Cool Peppermint a great mixer it truly
is the real deal
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Yes
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Picnic In The Park

Layers of shimmering fruit intertwine with green foliage
in this experiential scent. Velvety peach pulp and sweet
strawberries are surrounded with creamed coconut and
vanilla sugar for a festive sensation.

5

Yes
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Pistachio Macaroon

Crushed Pistachio, Coconut Sugar Crystals, Cocoa
Powder, Buttery Cookie, Marashino Cherry Vanilla
Amaretto & Vanilla Ganache

5

Yes 9%
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Yes
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5
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Pina Colada

Pine

Pink Chocolate
Pink Sugar

Creamy Coconut, Pineapple, Bergamot, Fruity-Berry,
Sweet Vanilla
A conifer type reminiscent of freshly cut spruce, with a top-note
of green fir needles, eucalyptusand a fruity nuance of pear,
followed by a sweet cypress woody character and a dry balsamic
base-note.
A hint of orange sweetens the sugared raspberry a
ccord that creates instant nostalgia with this scent. A perfect
balance of rich vanilla and velvet chocolate cake batter is laced
with musk to engage the senses.
Top – orange, fruity

Pinkberry & Tonka

Citrus Top notes lead to a floral berry heart &
sweet Musk finish. Top Note: Lemon, Orange
Mid Note: Pink Berry, Jasmine, Sandalwood
Base Note: Tonka Bean, Sugar, Musk

Pistachio Macaroon

5 note Cocoa
YesPowder,200
Top note Crushed Pistachio, Coconut Shavings, Sugar Crystals Mid
Buttery Cookie, Marasc

Plumeria BBW Type

A sweet, floral fragrance.

4

Yes
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Notes of pink pomegranate, southern peach, bergamot,
Strawberry nectar, wild berries, sweet vanilla, and
transparent musk.

5

Yes
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Poppy by Coach

This fragrance opens with bright cucumber, juicy mandarin and
freesia buds notes.
The main theme is filled with aroma of jasmine, pink water lily,
southern gardenia, red candied rose petals and creme brulee
accord.
Base note is a mixture of cedar wood, sandalwood, vanilla and
marshmallow.

5

Yes
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Pumpkin
Cheesecake

Rich tones of butter cream are sweetened with a hint of grated
almond and warm clove bud to open this gourmand delight. A
baker's delight of cinnamon, nutmeg and warm maple syrup is
highlighted with a cookie crust accord to create a gourmand
sensation. Finish delighting the senses with a well blended
vanilla base.
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Pomegranate

Pumpkin Crème
Brulee
Buttery Pumpkin
Pie
Grandmas
Pumpkin Log
Pumpkin
Crème Brulee
Vanilla Pumpkin

Cardamom, Ground Cinnamon, Vermont Maple, Pumpkin Puree,
Carrot, Whipped Cream,
Rum Caramelized Sugar, French Vanilla
Butter combined with a
traditional pumpkin pie aroma.
A sweet butter rum - nutmeg note, a spicy clove/cinnamon
middle note
and a sweet vanilla tincture dry out.
Cardamom, Ground Cinnamon, Vermont Maple, Pumpkin Puree,
Carrot, Whipped Cream,
Rum Caramelized Sugar, French Vanilla
Luscious, creamy vanilla mixes with a smooth, sweet
pumpkin accord

Pure Seduction
VS Type

Top Notes Orange, Mandarin, Tangerine.
Middle Strawberry, Apple, Jasmine, Muguet
Bottom Musk, Sweet

5

Yes
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Rain

This fragrance has a fruity lime top note with notes of apple and
melon. The main theme is a floral mélange of rose, jasmine and
sweet pea. These notes are accompanied by a spicy clove
character and a cedarwood musk base note.

5

Yes
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Rainforest

A splash of citrus water and a hint of crushed fruit leads to the blend
of white flowers in this fresh scent. Sprigs of green elevate the fresh
sensation, with hints of peach and berry creating a sweet undertone.
A final touch of soft moss and clear musk supports the nature inspired
sensation.
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Red Hot Cinnamon
Red Cedar

Always on our tops seller list, this one sells all year long!
Red hot!!
Apple peel, wild raspberry, Siberian fir, eucalyptus, fir balsam,
red cedar, Virginia cedar wood, soft musk

Romeo & Juliet
aka Starburst!

Like the tart an dtangy sweet tart, cherry key lime sparkly
grapefruit, champagne bubbly cherry accord with lemons.
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Yes
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Rose

The enchanting aroma of rich Moroccan rose petals
highlighted by crisp green leaves and a touch of juicy
orange.
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Yes
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Rosemary

Sparkling Orange, Italian Bergamot, Lime Peel, Spanish
Rosemary, Thyme Leafs, Australian Eucalyptus, Cedar Wood,
Patchouli, White Musk
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Yes
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Yes
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Rothenberg Christmas Market
Sage & Citrus

An upscale spa like blend of citrus and herbs with a sparkling
mild citrus top note, an herbaceous blend of sage, lavender and
basil middle note with a woody twig like base note.

Sandalwood Vanilla

A vanilla orchid accord is combined with precious woods of
sandalwood, patchouli, vetiver and dewy air nuances to create a
tropical orchid fantasy.

5

No
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Satsuma

This is an oriental fragrance for women. The fragrance features
a notes of pineapple,
red apple, grapefruit, orange, mandarin orange, sugar and plum

5

Yes
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Sea Salt & Yuzu

Satsuma Orange, Ruby Grapefruit, Japanese Yuzu,
Mediterranean Sea Salt, Sun Kissed
Apricot, Ripe Nectarine, Blue Water Lotus, Aloe Leaf, Rose Hips.
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Sex On The Beach

Top Notes: Juicy Pomegranate, Pineapple Leaf, Orange
Zest.Middle: Sun-Ripened Berries, Rhubarb, Grapefruit Peel.Dry:
Sea Moss, Sheer Rose Petals, Crushed Leafy Greens.

A luscious floral bouquet of violet, rose, honeysuckle, and lily of
the valley accented by a burst of tangy
5
Yes
Sexy Little Thing
lemon and juicy green apple and warm, sensual undertones of
amber, musk and sandalwood
Fresh Eucalyptus leaf and hints of mint add a cool breezy accent
to this pine forest blend. Warm,
5
Yes
Soothing Spa
sweet undertones of amber intertwine with sheer woods to
envelop the scent with sensuality
A fresh from the oven, sliced apple pie mmm good
5
Yes
Southern Apple Pie
Forida Orange, fresh mint leaves, tea mint,
5
Yes 1%
Spearmint
spearmint, herbal tyme
Tangy Cranberry
added Spice Scent. Notes of ripe cranberry, orange, raspberry, nutmeg, clove, cinnamon, tonka
4
bean, soft cashmere.
No
Spicedwith
Cranberry

Strawberries
and Champagne

Strong notes of Strawberry highlight this
unique fragrance. This fragrance begins with a lemon citrus
accord intertwined with a strawberry complex. The main theme
is a champagne blended with strawberries. The fragrance dries
down to an amber musk base with a jasmine inflection.
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Yes
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Sugar Cookie

Summer Melon
Medley

Sun & Sand

Sundried Cotton
Sweet Chestnuts
Sweet Pea
Sweet Potato
Brown Sugar
Sweet Snow

Sweet Tea

Tiki Beach Type
Twilight Woods
BBW Type

The sweet, sugary aroma of fresh baked
cookies from the oven. Notes of sweet dough, rich
butter, cookies accord, vanilla extract, confectionary
sugar.
A refreshing infusion of sweet honeydew, cantaloupe
and juicy
watermelon blended with icy tonic water and sweet
vanilla.
A warm beach fragrance with green marine accord, which
combines with a sweet coconut vanilla, suntan lotion, this gives
the impression of a day at the beach
Tangy Lemon, Mandarin Orange, Mountain Air, Cotton
Blossoms, Sheer Violet, Sweet Cyclamen Dew Kisses Lilies, Pink
Jasmine, Soothing Sandalwood
utter, nutty with luscious spice and vanilla
Refreshing Floral with hints of Jasmine, Violet and Lily of the Valley
Mashed Sweet Potato, Coconut Milk, Squash puree, Brown
Sugar, Cinnamon Stick,
Fresh Ground Nutmeg, Vanilla Extract, Butter Rum, and Maple
Sugar

A nutty bouquet with a vanilla background and a hint of mint.
This fragrance has a green tea top note with a
citrus lemon & orange accent. The main theme of the
fragrance is tea with honey and a jasmine accord. The
fragrance dries down to a vanilla base note with a Tonka
bean accord.
Soft coconut, tangerine zest, Italian mandarin,
Palm leaves, orchids, water lilies,
Cedar wood, vanilla, musk.
Juicy berry, mandarin, hint of coconut, frangipani, soft mimosa,
honeysuckle, apricot
nectar, oud wood, musk, vanilla milk, warm woods.
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Vanilla Lace

Better than the original
Luscious, creamy vanilla mixes with a smooth,
sweet pumpkin accord.
A Classic French Vanilla with an undertone of coconut.
Our top selling Vanilla, more like the cooking vanilla.
African vanilla beans with coconut, white
flowers and sandalwood.
Juicy watermelon notes are enlivened with zests of lemon &
orange and fresh floral undertones on a sweet candy like accord
of sugar canes and malt notes.
Coconut Milk, Star anise, angel food cake, rich vanilla,
pure sugar cane, white frosting.
Creamy coconut, pear banana, peach nectar, caramel, sweet
nutty notes,buttery, cherry almond, raspberry, heliotrope, white
chocolate,crushed tonka bean, sweet vanilla, powdery musk,
cocoa.
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White Spring Lilac

A floral bouquet of lilac, rose, jasmine, and musk

5

Yes
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White Tea

Artemisia Leaves, Ambrette, White Pepper,
White Tea, Musk, Woody Amber.
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Yes
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Vanilla Pumpkin
Country Vanilla
French Vanilla
Warm Vanilla Suagr
BBW Type
Watermelon
Wedding Cake

White Chocolate
Macadamia

Wild Berry Parfait

Wild Strawberry

Wind Chimes

Freshly harvested blueberries, sweetly ripened raspberries, and
juicy rich blackberries mingle
with notes of fresh cream to create
this gourmet sensations.
Size Tangy tones of agave blend with leafy green accents as they
lead to the fresh fruity signature of this luscious scent. Crushed
strawberry gets sweetened with powdereed vanilla sugar for a
refreshing summer treat.
A fresh floral with an ozonic accord, herbs,
sandalwood and patchouli.

Winter BBW Type

Winter Hug
Wonderstruck Type

This is a brisk winter fragrance with spicy clove notes as the
dominant accord. The fragrance is sprinkled with fir balsam
notes and amaryllis background. It dries down to a vanilla musk
base with tree moss accents.
Top Note: Fir Pine, Orange, Bay
Mid Note: Clove, Cinnamon, Floral Amaryllis
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